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Harmony
Harmony patient entertainment system helps your patients to relax during their scan
by watching HD movies, listening to music, or simply viewing a slideshow of photographs.
Harmony is compatible with all 1.5T and 3T scanners. Its high quality audio-visual
system is also ideal for fMRI.

Relaxing patient experience
Better image quality
Fewer aborted or repeated sequences
Improved operational efficiency

Trusted
technology

NEW
from CRS

www.crsltd.com/harmony

New Solutions
Harmony entertainment hub
Easy to operate
The Harmony Entertainment Hub is located in the MRI
control room. It’s operated by simple touch screen controls.

Let your patient choose
Patients can watch HD movies, listen to music, or look at a
slideshow of photographs.
Choose from Harmony’s built in library, or offer your own
content such as internet music and movie streaming; or invite

Trusted Technology
Why choose CRS?
Cambridge Research Systems is an innovative manufacturer,
delivering high quality MR Safe technologies
to prestigious universities and hospitals worldwide.
Our background in research applications means you can be confident
that our tools provide precision and control, while remaining
reliable, practical and affordable - the engineering philosophy
which we have held since our incorporation in 1989.

your patients to bring along their own own media.

Maintain communication
The Hub’s high-resolution display and speakers mirror the
images and sound presented to your patient, so you always
know exactly what they’re experiencing.
You can interrupt the audio stream at any time, and speak
to them via the Hub microphone.

BOLDscreen displays
Cambridge Research Systems’ BOLDscreen range are
industry leaders. Built from the ground up for MRI, they
offer outstanding image quality and value for money.

fMRI & more
Harmony is ideal for presenting high quality fMRI stimuli.
We also supply integrated eye tracking,

“BOLDscreen provides an absolutely
fabulous image and our testing shows
no artefacts whatsoever.”

a range of response devices, and an atlas optimised
visual cortex imaging coil

For expert advice on equipment selection
integration and installation, talk to our team:

We offer a range of screen sizes to suit your installation.
All BOLDscreens can be sited anywhere in the MRI room,

scientists@crsltd.com

using a VESA mount or trolley. They can be viewed
directly, or via freestanding or headcoil mounted mirror,
with the image easily flipped or inverted to suit.

BOLDfonic delivers high-fidelity audio, far superior to

MediGlasses
MR Safe prescription glasses with interchangeable push-fit lenses

air-tube solutions, while also attenuating scanner noise.

allow patients with reduced acuity to see clearly within the

We offer a range of headphone options, and our earbud

scanner room and bore.

solution is suitable for even tight fitting headcoils.

NoMoCo pillows

"The BOLDfonic system is better to listen to
and, due to the reduced noise-level
it results in less fatigue"

Reduce motion artifacts even further, with NoMoCo pillows.
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A range of options to provide superb patient comfort, support
and sensory feedback, improving their experience and the quality
of your scan.

For more details:
www.crsltd.com/harmony

Email: enquiries@crsltd.com
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BOLDfonic audio

Patient comfort accessories

